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Gallery Rebels

Key Areas of Learning

Year 6
Autumn Term 2017

Colours collide, melting together on the canvas: an impression of light, a rage of red, a
lobster perched on a telephone… Come and find out about the bizarre and eccentric minds
of the gallery rebels! Art can be an act of rebellion. Can you change the world with a
paintbrush, a thought or an idea?
Engage: visit to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford to study portraits
Innovate: Holly Class Art Gallery

English

Mathematics
Maths will follow the

Fiction inspired by Katie’s art
gallery adventures,
Biographical writing, research
and note taking, information
texts, persuasive letters,
nonsense poetry
Class novels: Pig Heart Boy by
Malorie Blackman and Alice in

appropriate curriculum
focusing on:
Number and Place Value,
Addition, subtraction, division
and multiplication, Fractions,
Ratio and Proportion,
Measurement and Geometry shape

Wonderland by Lewis Carroll

Humanities

RE
Are the Saints Encouraging Role
Models?

Locational knowledge: significant
art galleries around the world

Is ‘God made Man’ a good way to

Art and artists of the 19th and 20th
centuries: Timelines

understand the Christmas story?

French
Classroom objects and instructions

Light: including how light travels, reflection and refraction,
colours of the spectrum and light sources.
Animals including humans: including the heart, lungs and
circulation. How to maintain an active and healthy lifestyle

Use web search engines to source
and import images and information
of art, artists and art galleries

Art and DT
Art work inspired by periods such as, Expressionism,
Surrealism and Impressionism: using mediums such as,
printing inks, oil pastels, pencils and glass paints to create
character portraits, self- portraits, repeated images and
sculptures

Swimming (6 weeks)
Gymnastics and Invasion Games
(netball focus)

Music

Computing

from around the world.

Science

PE

Compose a piece of music based on
a range of music by the
Expressionist Arnold Schoenberg
Violin and Cello

PSHE
Emotions: how social and personal relationships might change
over time, including transition, divorce and bereavement.
Anti-Bullying week

